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What is Web3.0 and Why Web3.0

The Web3.0 GameFi Setter, which is chasing the Metaverse and 

surpassing NFT, takes off in a low-key manner.

From Web1.0 to Web3, every overall upgrade and iteration of the Internet will 

bring unprecedented changes to human society. What's more, Web3, which is 

rooted in the blockchain and connected to the Metaverse, is also about 

"decentralization", "individual autonomy" and other beautiful imaginations 

about the Internet. In the eyes of supporters, it is more like a key to open a new 

era of mankind.

Although it has just emerged in the past two years, the concept of Web3 is 

almost symbiotic with the Internet. At the same time, the project team of 

Setter.finance is also planning how to occupy a seat in the Web3 era.

In 1998, "Father of the World Wide Web" Tim Berners-Lee first proposed Web3. 

But there was no blockchain at that time, and there was no concept of the 

metaverse. At that time, the Web3 proposed by Tim Berners was not the same 

as the current Web3 concept, which refers to the "semantic web" or "global 

brain", It is a network form driven by artificial intelligence. The Semantic Web 
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can not only understand the meaning of text, but also understand the logical 

relationship between texts, to achieve barrier-free communication between 

people and computers.

In Tim Berners-Lee's imagination, Web3 will be a revolutionary progress of the 

Internet. It can liberate human beings from the information labor of the 

Internet. At the same time, it is ubiquitous and truly makes the Internet a 

liberating human productivity, powerful tool.

Today, 24 years later, the Internet is indeed almost "everywhere", but the 

Semantic Web as envisioned by Tim Berners is still far from reality. In addition 

to artificial intelligence technology, for the purpose of "understanding 

semantics", the realization of the Semantic Web requires a unified and 

complete data standard and a powerful database, and the Web 2.0 era we live 

in is full of "barriers", platforms are often disconnected from each other, and 

the existence of "centralization" such as capital and technology, policies and 

systems has artificially excavated the insurmountable gap in the Web2.0 era.

In the Web2.0 era, the rise of Internet giants has created new business myths 

and changed the lives of all human beings. However, in the readable and 

writable Internet era, the ownership and economic benefits of the content 

created by users have always been In the absence of "guarantee", whether or 

not to publish content, what kind of content to publish, the ownership of 

content benefits, and even the ownership of the account itself are not in the 

hands of users.

The birth of Setter.Finance Web3 can just solve many "pain points" in the 

Web2.0 era:

With the help of blockchain technology, different Internet platforms are 

opened up, and creators are "confirmed" to create a network that is more 

friendly to creators and individual users, and truly "empowers" everyone.

Setter Finance Web3 Products
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The setter Finance protocol will be a game changing platform in the web3 space 

as it will offer different stances of products which will clearly define the Web3 

concepts and the DeFi analogy. 

"Setter Finance is a protocol for the web3.0 vision of a new better Internet, 

GameFi and NFT platform. Setter is redefining the true concept of what the 

semantic Web should be and mirroring these Web3 intentions through its 

unique DeFi products."

1. GameFi: The Setter Finance protocol will invest and support GameFi projects 

and, with its outstanding games which would be launched on its platform ready 

to take over the GameFi industry, the Setter Finance team are well positioned 

to live beyond the current GameFi hype to build credible web3 games that lives 

up to its reputation and become the focus of gamers. 

2. Launchpad: The Setter Lunchpad offers an IDO/IFO portal for new projects 

looking to raise funds to build their project. After project has raised their 

required funds, They will not be allowed to withdraw all the funds raised in one 

time. 

Setter platform will allow the said project party to withdraw 40% of the 

fundraising at the first time, and then slowly unlock the remains of the funds 

once a quarter until the fund raise pool is completely depleted.

The project party and the Setter platform will agree on a price floor. If the 

project party’s token price remains above the price floor within the specified 

time, Setter smart contract will automatically distribute the remaining 

fundraising funds to the project party in proportion; otherwise, the redemption 

mechanism will be automatically activated to refund to investors. 

This is to help fight against pump and dump, scams, rug pull etc. All projects 

entered into the Setter platform are for Setter ecological users and traction 

control.

Some of this products will include:
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3. Setter NFT's: The Setter Finance idea of NFT is totally different from how the 

outside world portrays NFT, while some project are hype made projects, the 

setter Finance will set a new dispensation on the NFT world by creating unique 

structures to how NFT should be and how they should be used………. Below this 

article you will find more references and detail about our NFT's uniqueness. 

5. Swap exchanges: A platform to swap any asset made by the Setter team or 

outside world developers. 

4. Farming: Not your regular farming platform; The Setter platform will be 

home to high lucrative APY% farming that would benefit everyone with better 

ROI. 

6. Liquidity Hub (LPH): Just like all dex platform, Anyone can add LP to their 

preferred project assets. 

7.NFT Staking: Staking NFT in the Setter platform will be possible and stakers 

will be able to earn credible and valuable tokens for staking a particular NFT 

made by the community. 

8.Fixed Staking: More of our methods of fixed stakings can be seen below this 

article for more references. 
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Setter Finance Tokenomics

Setter Finance as a Web3 protocol

Total Tokens

10,000,000 SET

36%

13%15%

14%

12%

10%

Preseed


3,600,000

Farming Reward


1,300,000Liquidity


1,500,000

Marketing/Event


1,400,000

Development


1,200,000

NFT/Game Rewards


1,000,000

Let take a look at the NFT stance and make valid points through it to what 

setter wants to achieve. 

NFT (Non-Fungible Token) Refers to non-fungible tokens.

Setter NFT Indepth Overviews 

a) Non-homogeneous: unique properties



The popular saying of non-homogenization is that each NFT is different and 

cannot be directly interchanged. For example, Van Gogh's paintings have 

different themes and scarcity, so they cannot be exchanged directly. On the 

contrary, two currencies (excluding commemorative Banknotes, etc.) are 

directly equivalent and interchangeable regardless of the degree of wear and 

tear and wherever they are handled.

Non-homogenization means that each NFT has a unique identifier, which 

ensures the uniqueness and scarcity of the NFT, but the scarcity and 

uniqueness of the work itself is not guaranteed.

Setter.Finance has made a variety of more applied NFTs.

As a token, NFT is a purchase receipt of a work, a proof of ownership, and does 

not directly represent the work itself. At the same time, as a digital token, NFT 

is easy to circulate, publicly viewable, traceable, verifiable scarcity, and the 

advantages of the Web era all passed NFT embodiment. The Token issued by 

Setter.Finance is also based on Setter.Finance's NFT.

b) Tokens: traceable on the chain, tradable, tradable
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For important concepts, it is necessary for us to understand the next definition 

according to Setter.Finance. In our view, Web3 is a general term or abstract 

designation for a new business model or collaborative relationship, and the 

bottom layer of this collaborative relationship or business paradigm is 

composed of the Internet, cryptography and distributed computing. Key 

technology - blockchain. 

The essence of the blockchain is a sheet readable by global Internet users, 

determined by a consensus mechanism. Since Setter.Finance Web3 is an 

abstract reference to a pattern, it must have rich observation and 

interpretation angles, and its specific definition varies from person to person.

For example, those who value personal sovereignty and data privacy will 

emphasize the role of Setter.FinanceWeb3 in data equality, and believe that the 

main function of Web3 is to allow users to regain account (identity) and data 

sovereignty; those who are dissatisfied with the monopoly position of Internet 

platforms believe that Setter.FinanceWeb3 has transformed the relationship 

between business and users. Users are not only consumers, but also owners of 

products, protocols, and platforms. "Read" (read), "writeable" (write), 

superimposed "own" (own);

Setter.FinanceWeb3 is more of an idea that advocates elasticity, openness, 

autonomy, transparency and decentralization, and DAO (Decentralized 

Autonomous Organization) is the best practice of this idea in human 

collaboration;

What Setter.FinanceWeb3 is depends on what the person who needs it values, 

and then he/she will find the perspective that defines Setter.FinanceWeb3 

based on his/her own needs.

Just as a computer is a tool for statistics and calculations to finance, it is a color 

screen for a TV series to a retired old lady. The definition of a computer as "an 

electronic device capable of processing data at a high speed" was of little 

importance to them and no meaning.



So, what is the most important observation angle for investors of 

Setter.FinanceWeb3?

What underlying value does "Setter.FinanceWeb3" provide economically and 

commercially?

How should a business project make good use of its value?

Setter.FinanceWeb3 is indeed a brand new "paradigm", which is not only about 

blockchain technology and the encryption products built on it, but also includes 

the corresponding trend of thought and innovative standards.

The core value provided by this new paradigm is that：Greater freedom and 

cheaper trust, and the value of the former (freedom) is amplified geometrically 

by the existence of the latter (trust).

"Freedom" has rich meanings in Setter.FinanceWeb3, it includes at least:

1. Freedom at the currency level: Create accounts freely, transfer money freely, 

and the property rights in the account are only owned by you, and it is difficult 

to be invaded by power.

2. Freedom to collaborate and make contracts: freely enter into contracts 

with any person or project through smart contracts, resulting in transactions 

and collaborations.

3. Freedom of identity account: Do not rely on the account system of the 

centralized organization, you can access various products with an anonymous 

address, and you can leave after use, and more complex freedoms derived from 

the above freedoms:

4. Freedom of product combination: Here, various items can be combined 

with each other in the form of Lego bricks to create newer services.

Freedom is also a trend of pursuing openness and transparency:

Setter Finance, A freedom of Web3.0 
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5. Freedom of Fork code: The open source contract is advocated here. 

Naturally, fork and re-creation based on ready-made smart contracts have also 

appeared, which greatly reduces the development threshold of the project, and 

the product competition and iteration become faster and faster (of course, it 

also causes fork projects. pressure).

6. Freedom of copyright opening: Many IP content projects try to adopt the 

CC0 standard to open IP copyrights as public goods (Public Goods, refer to 

those resources that are not exclusively used, such as open knowledge).

Because of these "freedoms", the blockchain-based Setter.FinanceWeb3 world 

creates a free market: wherever there is a network, you can access and 

participate anonymously.

Because the flow of resources and the collaborative innovation of people can 

only happen smoothly if the "transaction cost" is low enough.

The second underlying value provided by the Setter.FinanceWeb3 paradigm is 

"cheaper trust".

The traditional trust system relies on the judiciary, violent institutions, and 

customs and culture. These are the consensus of people's cooperation and the 

mechanism for resolving differences.

Setter.FinanceWeb3 provides a new trust system, which is based on the 

transparent public ledger of the blockchain, based on open source and 

checkable contract code, and based on unbreakable cryptography.

Based on this new trust system, people can interact with contracts and transfer 

money with confidence, simply issue their own artworks and confirm their 

rights, believing that their assets are difficult to be breached by power.

Setter.FinanceWeb3.0 free market provides the basic conditions for the free 

flow of resources and people's large-scale collaboration, production and 

innovation, but free market ≠ economic prosperity and development.



The investment agency a16z said that the blockchain is doing "the work of 

removing the gatekeeper", and there are at least two meanings here:

1. Remove the gatekeepers that stand in the way of people accessing and 

building services, and give people back their "freedom"

2. Get rid of the bloated and huge caregivers in the original trust system and 

replace them with a cheaper "trust" system.

Of course, we need to realize that the vast freedom + cheap trust is not a one-

step "ultimate state", but with the improvement of infrastructure and the 

continuous iteration and evolution of product innovation.

As a new trust system, Setter.FinanceWeb3 is not an antagonistic relationship 

with the traditional trust system based on judiciary, customs and centralized 

institutions. In the long run, it is a collaborative relationship, and each has its 

own application scenarios.

For example, the recently popular Refi (Regenerative Finance, recycling finance) 

concept is often discussed in the chain of traditional carbon credit points, and 

for example, the real estate chain that people often talk about, may all belong 

to this category at present.

The reason: both lack of demand and high cost.

So: Setter.FinanceWeb3.0's Token will have a contract that will continuously 

destroy the number of contracts. Every time a user sells SET Token, 1.5% will 

enter 0x0000...000000000 for destruction.

Based on vast freedom + cheap trust, an unprecedented large free market 

has emerged, which is the foundation of innovation and prosperity.
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The real demand of Setter.Finance does not come from the introduction of 

off-chain assets, but from the "reengineering" of valuable services and 

assets on the chain.

Yes, it does not make much sense for artists to upload artworks created offline, 

but artists can use digital format when creating the next work (“online” is the 

basic condition of “on-chain”), and use NFT as a contract The medium was first 

released on Ethereum. This work was created based on the credit system of 

Setter.FinanceWeb3 and is a native on-chain asset.

How to understand the social of Setter.Finance

Socialization is an instinct of human beings as social animals. We try to connect 

with others and establish social relationships through information 

transmission, interaction, and material and spiritual exchanges. In this process, 

a single individual cannot complete social behavior. And there must be some 

kind of medium to carry these contents. The most 

direct and simple one is face-to-face dialogue and 

communication. Our voices and expressions are the 

carriers. However, this most simple way of 

socializing is greatly limited by space and time. We 

can only interact with small, small groups of people.

In the social world of Setter.Finance, there is asset proof of NFT and the cost of 

living in the world of Token.

The social environment of Setter.Finance today

To a certain extent, the development of information technology represents the 

change of human social behavior. From carrier pigeons to BB machines, to the 

Internet and today's mobile Internet, we have established an efficient social 

When we talk about decentralized social "what are we talking 

about?" 



system, and the greatest contribution to this is by Social tools and platforms 

managed by major tech giants.

In fact, at the beginning, we came to use it more as a tool to carry information 

content. We used them to break through the limitations of time and space and 

efficiently establish our social relationship map. But as the number increased, a 

huge net was gradually woven between relationships, and when I looked back, I 

realized that everyone around me was included in this net. At this time, we 

realize that we have changed from active choice to forced synchronization in 

the use of tools. We can't pull away.

Every huge platform is like a besieged city. All our data and behaviors are 

mastered and used arbitrarily. The right to interpret our words and information 

no longer belongs to us, and every brick that builds this wall comes from us. 

With our own hands, in the end we cannot take anything with us, whether it is 

tangible or intangible.

It is true that few people can predict that when we contribute a huge field, 

what awaits us is not a utopia of blue sky and white clouds, but endless 

squeezing, but we ourselves become the nourishment of that gorgeous flower 

field, those assets that belong to us, Data, traces, relationships and fetters lie on 

the road we leave, but the flower fields easily attract a steady stream of 

travelers under our support.

In fact, we don’t want much, but it is indeed something that is very precious in 

any aspect of life, that is the right to choose and autonomy, usually we will use 

“freedom” to refer to. We want to truly own what we "have", freely disclose 

what we want to disclose, and choose to give what we want to give.

These are almost impossible to achieve in a centralized network. When the 

profit behind the behavior is much higher than the cost, the for-profit 

organization will inevitably take action, because from the beginning, the 

initiative has never fallen to us.

Expectations for decentralization
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As a means of Setter.Finance, its characteristics enable "identity" to truly 

belong to us, and it is not managed and controlled by one or several central 

institutions. In this huge network, we have the opportunity to rely on As an 

identity travels between independent tools, applications, and platforms 

without giving up any assets, time becomes a blessing, not a curse. 

Decentralized social networking is a new social system based on this 

decentralized identity (Setter.Finance-DID). In this, users have their own asset 

sovereignty, open credit system, controllable data privacy, and rich dimensional 

identity portraits. We can freely choose where to go, what kind of speech to 

make, and what kind of permissions to open. And all this, no one can tamper 

with, no one can control our choices.

Current difficulties and bottlenecks

Although all this looks so beautiful and exciting, we can’t call it a dream utopia 

now. The decentralized overall environment and system are still in the early 

stages of construction, and decentralized social networking is also facing with 

the current bottleneck, the most common problems are "traffic" and "scenario".

a. "Flow"

Crypto account

Crypto account Applications

Encrypt/Sign

Access servers

Crypto account



The centralized social application of Setter.Finance has been accumulated over 

the years and has formed extremely strong user habits and stickiness. Behind 

this stickiness is our migration cost. As mentioned above, our migration is not 

only faced with a large number of The loss of assets, and at the same time, only 

our individual migration has no meaning at the social level, so the transition 

and transfer of the original social relationship has become the first pass of 

traffic.

And almost any social interaction relies on network effects, especially in the 

case of decentralized social networking. Under the background of unified 

identity at the bottom and unlimited applications at the upper layer, network 

effects will be able to achieve an extremely amazing exponential increase in 

decentralized social networking effect.

In addition to the problem of traffic, there is no obvious application scenario, 

which is also the pain of decentralized social development in the development. 

Although most of us yearn for freedom our perception of "bound" is not as high 

as imagined. Therefore, when most social scenarios have been satisfied by 

traditional applications, it is difficult for us to actively migrate. motivation. And 

many X2E failure cases in the past are enough to make everyone realize that 

the motive of "profit" cannot support an application scenario.

We reviewed the development of the Web2 social platform and found that 

social games played a crucial role in acquiring traffic in the platform's growth 

stage. Therefore, we at Setter.Finance believe that in the world of 

Setter.Finance Web3, gaming will also serve as a growth driver to bring a lot of 

traffic to social. 

First, the P2E mode (Play to Earn). In GameFi, the user's assets in the game can 

be realized. Compared with traditional games, ChainGame makes users no 

longer just the sheep who are smashed by the platform, but instead makes the 

users become the people who smash the wool. This kind of role change , 

allowing users to feel extremely comfortable. In the post-epidemic era, this 

b. "Scenario"
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feature has given hope to people in countries where the economy continues to 

slump. Just like at the beginning of the article, it is not a problem to rely on 

games to support their families. The P2E mode is the fundamental reason for 

users to accept Gamefi-Setter.Finance.

Second, rule makers. In traditional games, users are always the passive group of 

people, and game companies are the makers of the rules of the game. They can 

arbitrarily change the game, manage game props, and even turn off the game 

at will, allowing users to spend a lot of money on it.” Game assets" instantly 

vanished. But Gamefi-Setter.Finance is different. Its essence is the distributed 

management of the blockchain. Each user is a builder. They can participate in 

voting whether to upgrade and transform the game. For senior players of SET, 

this Features are critical, especially when games are tied to money.

Third, eternal assets. As mentioned in the previous article, game assets in 

traditional games are ultimately determined by game developers. While the 

game is alive, they are just one-time consumer goods you bought. After the 

game dies, they become worthless. However, Gamefi-Setter.Finance's game 

assets can be traded in the secondary market at any time, and can be directly 

turned into money. If you put a good game on it, the liquidity of the assets will 

also be good.

Fourth, the entrance to the metaverse. It must be admitted that GameFi-

Setter.Finance is indeed an important entry point into the metaverse, which is 

one of the reasons why investors are optimistic about GameFi-Setter.Finance. It 

comes with the attributes of virtual scenes, which just fits with the second 

parallel space of the metaverse, and perfectly combines technologies such as 

VR/AR and NFT in the process of continuous improvement.

Fifth, lower the threshold. GameFi-Setter.Finance is more inclined to Defi 

between Game and Defi (decentralized finance). It successfully simplifies the 

complex Defi logic in the way of games, and it lowers the threshold for people 

to participate in Defi. Considering the chain The complicated playability of the 

game is worse than its simple financial attributes.



Games built on the blockchain are fundamentally different from games built on 

the Internet. The blockchain has distributed storage methods, open and 

transparent data information, secure encrypted privacy content, and “rewards 

for contributors.” "All become the weight of GameFi-Setter.Finance. 

Artistic utility
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